Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) is a procedure to integrate multiple indicators into a single meaningful index therefore ranking and comparing are feasible. Extending the MCDM method in continuous version is to compare the estimators from distributions in order to find the best estimator.
Introduction
The world around us is difficult to see in one-dimensional way in order to judge what we see. We always compare and rank objects of our choice with respect to various criteria of choice, such as countries in regard to their environmental qualities, or several estimators with respect to their mean squared errors. One of the methods to compare, rank and order several alternatives is based on the notion of "Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM)". MCDM has recently been recognized as an efficient statistical method to combine component 'indices' arising from many 'sources' into a single overall meaningful index therefore ranking and comparing are feasible. A typical MCDM problem involves a number of alternatives to be assessed and a number of criteria or indicators to assess the alternatives. Each alternative has a value for each indicator and based on these values the alternatives can be assessed and ranked. Moreover, multiple criteria decision making research has developed rapidly and has become a main area of research for dealing with complex decision problems which require the consideration of multiple objectives or criteria.
As advocated by Zeleny [13] , and Yoon and Hwang [12] , Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) is a body of techniques used for meaningful integration of component indices to an overall index in order to decide on the ranking of a number of 'locations' from the best to worst. This is based on the premises that in the absence of a natural ideal 'location', a best alternative would be the one which has the shortest distance from the hypothetical ideal 'location' and at the same time farthest distance from the hypothetical anti-ideal (negative ideal) 'location'
In particular, Yoon and Hwang [12] developed an MCDM approach called technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), using the intuitive principle that the best alternatives should have the shortest distance from the ideal alternative and the farthest distance from the negative-ideal alternative. Filar [2] focused on the application of multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) techniques to assess the effectiveness of US environmental policies for the reduction of toxic release. They described in detail the above TOPSIS method. They used entropy as a basis to determine the importance weights and applied the MCDM technique to assess the state and movement of US toxic release of priority chemicals constituting the "33/50 program".
Description of MCDM procedure
The basic premise is a data matrix 
and a Negative-ideal Row (NIDR) as one with the largest observed value for each column
For any given row i, we now compute the distance of each row from Ideal row and from Negative Ideal row based on the L 2 -norm by using the formulae :
where
are suitably chosen nonnegative weights between 0 and 1. An objective way to select the weights [9] is to use Shannon [10] 's entropy measure φ based on the proportion
for the j th column where
For the j th column, j φ is computed as
The quantity φ essentially provides a measure of closeness of the different proportions. The smaller the value of , φ the larger the variation among the proportions for classifying the rows. So we can select the weights as
In addition to Shannon's entropy measure, we can also use the sample variance [9] of these proportions, given by for all j. In addition to L 2 -norm we can also use the L 1 -norm as a distance measure and rank the rows once again. The L 1 -norm distance is defined as (10) where s ' w j are appropriate weights.
The various rows are now ranked based on an overall index I computed as
for L 2 -norm and
for L 1 -norm.
In 2002, Maitra [9] discussed some extensions and generalizations of MCDM, and applied MCDM to data on air, water and land quality of the fifty US states, and similar indices for 106 countries in the United Nations human environmental indicators (HEI) study. In 2004, Lertprapai [4] applied MCDM method to the air pollution data measured as carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide and ozone from ten monitoring stations in Bangkok, Thailand to compute an overall air pollution index for these stations and compare them. Moreover, there are many other applications of MCDM in data quality see [7, 8] .
Comparison of the estimators
There are many researches involved the problem of comparing and ranking estimators using various methods. But Lertprapai [5] are interested in the problem of comparing and ranking estimators based on MCDM method. They set up a 'continuous' version involve
where the index j would vary 'continuously'. In the context of an estimation problem, the s x ij ' may represent mean squared errors of different estimators, designated by rows, for different values of the unknown parameter, denoted by θ , designated by columns. So the L 1 -norm and L 2 -norm would be redefined as
The problem of comparing and ranking estimators on the basis of MCDM as the following.
In 2004 Lertprapai [5] focused on two standard estimates of θ based on binomial distribution, recall that X ∼ ( , ).
B n θ There are two estimators for mean θ , that is
, the maximum likelihood estimate and
, the minimax estimate under the squared error loss function [1] , are some estimates of θ which are compared with respect to their mean squared errors (MSE) where MSE ) 
The results are stated below.
Corollary 3.1 : Let θ be a binomial proportion, .
In the case of L 2 -norm with a general weight function ), (θ w proceeding as before, 
which is a conjugate prior for the binomial parameter .
θ They also consider two additional choices of and assume that the uncertain non-sample prior information on the value of μ is available. They refer to Khan and Saleh [3] to get three biased estimators of μ , namely, 
Conclusion
This article presents a methodology for decision making based on Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) method. MCDM is a procedure to integrate multiple indicators or various columns of a data matrix into a single meaningful result, thus making a ranking of the rows and hence their comparison feasible at the end of this part. Extending the Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) method in continuous version is to compare the estimators from distributions in order to obtain the best one.
